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INTRODUCTION

Up until two decades ago, the most important “technical”
decision made by executives in a newly formed business
was which enterprise-grade database software to purchase for
their IT needs? While they still make that decision, gone are
the days when a single omnipotent database was sufficient
to get a business up and running. The internet has revolutionized the way businesses are built and operated. Most
internet-based applications today are designed for deployment at scale, which is often beyond the bounds of a single
complicated piece of database software. Hence, companies
today compose a plethora of services that together support
the various features of an user-facing application.
Micro-services is an architectural style that composes a
large system using a collection of services, where each (1)
has a well-defined specification that is easy to build, test,
deploy and maintain independently; (2) can communicate
with other micro-services using a pre-defined API; and (3)
owned by a small team of engineers who are responsible
for its overall health and performance. Needless to say that
each of these micro-services are - more often than not distributed systems themselves, potentially replicated across
global locations.
In this report, we aim to analyze how a complex application can be decomposed into micro-services, pick the right
set of tools (open-source or otherwise) to build them and
analyze the various trade-offs involved at every stage. In
order to keep our exploration bounded, we will focus on one
application in the form of a case study. In this report, we
seek to design an Uber-like ride-aggregator service, called
UberLite. We wish to answer the following questions:
• What features does UberLite support?
• What are the high-level business objectives of UberLite,
and how do these impact the architecture of the system?
• How can we decompose UberLite into simpler microservices?
• How do the goals of UberLite translate into that of each
micro-service, in terms of performance, consistency and
availability guarantees?
• What does the workload for each micro-service look like?
How should the system handle temporary skews in the
workload?
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• What is an ideal specification for the micro-services? What
is practical and why?
• How can we build these micro-services? What are some
open-source tools that can be used to build them? How
can they be compared? Why choose one over another?
• What are the limitations with the presented design?
The remainder of the report is structured as follows: Sec. 2
provides a brief background on ride-aggregator services and
presents the key business challenges in UberLite; Sec. 3
describes the anatomy of a trip within UberLite and how
a trip interacts with the services within UberLite; Sec. 4
describes the core UberLite services - from booking to the
actual ride and payment; In Sec. 5, we talk about the background services that feed into and power the core services;
Sec. 6 details our recommendations for implementing the
core and background services using open-source tools; In
the last section, Sec. 7, we attempt to summarize the lessons
learned over the course of working on the project.
Disclaimer: This report does not intend to propose a new
or novel, original micro-service architecture for UberLite, but
rather to study how one goes about the design process. We thank
Uber for sharing technical discussions and design decisions on
their engineering blog (https:// eng.uber.com/ ), which we have
used extensively to inspire the discussion in this report.
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BACKGROUND

Ride aggregator services like UberLite are the quintessential
two-sided marketplace [3], that connects riders to drivers.
The main advantage of such a service is its efficiency. The
traditional cab system operates through forced scarcity —
there can only ever be a certain number of cabs on the road
in any given city. As a result, fares are high. Cabs are not
around when you need them, like late at night or in the
pouring rain. Old-school taxis find fares either by driving
around and picking them off the street (street hail), or having
a dispatcher (with phoned-in customer requests) instructing
them on where to go. Both these methods have significant
limitations [3]:
• Poor supply allocation for drivers. Traditional cabs only
have a passenger in the car 30–50% of the time. To find
a fare, they’re dependent on taxi stands, centralized dispatchers, or being hailed from the street — they have no
other way to know where to go next.
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• Low supply liquidity for riders. Traditional cabs congregate
in urban cores and high-transit areas, leaving outer boroughs, suburbs, and “less profitable” areas under served.
Riders in these areas are often unable to get a cab at all,
or face long waits.
With UberLite-like services, on the other hand, users
request rides directly through the app. The nearest driver
is dispatched to their location, and they can be hailed again
immediately after drop-off.
The core value of the UberLite marketplace is reliability.
The fundamental business problem is balancing supply and
demand, both temporally and spatially. Uber uses dynamic
pricing to adjust supply of drivers and demand for rides.
When UberLite increases the price for rides in a region, it
• Incentivizes drivers to operate when/where there is higher
surge price due to higher returns (more drivers).
• Dis-incentivizes riders who do not want to pay a premium.
They either look for alternate means of transportation or
wait until surge price is turned off (less riders).
So the reliability metric of UberLite as a transportation service is how well we can fulfill the demand for rides. Which
means UberLite must be able to distribute supply and demand spatio-temporally. This becomes problematic because
rides can be long, we don’t know where riders will appear
before they do and big events/airports will cause big spikes
in demand. So UberLite must use the realtime data about
rides and historical data to dynamically adjust the price to
increase supply and fulfill as many rides as possible.
UberLite matches riders to drivers in the neighborhood.
For each such potential (rider, driver) pairs it computes several features: distance to pickup, distance of the ride, the time
to pickup and the time to drop-off. While this could be fairly
straight-forward, just take a distance estimation and multiply by the speed, the actual time-estimate also depends on
realtime monitors such as the traffic in the route. Using this
information UberLite arrives at a price estimate that takes
time, distance and the surge price multiplier into account.
p = ((cd ∗ d + c t ∗ t) ∗ s + cm ) ∗ η ∗ (1 + T )
where cd is the cost per unit distance, d is the distance, c t
is the cost per unit time, t is the estimated time, s is surge
price multiplier for the pickup location, cm are miscellaneous
cost such as toll-fees, η is a discount rate based on different
promotions and such and T is the service tax in the region.
Once all these parameters have been computed for every
(driver, rider) pair in the batch we pick a good matching,
where a good matching is defined based on business goals,
and we do not delve into that here.
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ANATOMY OF A TRIP IN UBERLITE

In this section, we provide a brief overview of the anatomy
of an UberLite trip. A trip in UberLite is modeled as an

asynchronous state-machine (refer Fig. 1). The state is realized by a trigger-based framework allowing the services
to subscribe to changes on the state. The services can then
update the ride-state without having to know about what
should happen in the next state.
The state machine for a trip works as follows (refer Fig. 1).
• A trip state begins when the rider requests a ride.
• Request is posted to the core services (Sec. 4).
• Core marketplace services estimates the time, cost for
the ride and a potential driver for the ride and writes
the assignment back onto the store.
• The rider is presented with the cost, which is either
accepted or rejected.
• Once rider accepts, the ride is proposed to the driver.
The driver can either accept or decline the ride.
• If the driver declines the ride or doesn’t respond in
a timely manner (i.e. times out) and there have been
fewer than k attempts at driver assignment, UberLite
retries by posting the request back on the Marketplace.
• If the driver declines the ride and there have been k
attempts, we declare unsuccessful and notify the rider.
• If the driver accepts the ride, then the trip state machine moves to driver en-route to pickup.
• Once driver picks up the rider, the driver notifies the
system - updating the state to rider picked up.
• When the ride is complete and rider dropped off, the
driver notifies the system again.
• Once payment is fulfilled the state machine ends.
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CORE SERVICES

We now discuss the core services within UberLite and how
they come together to power ride-matching in realtime.

4.1

Functional Specification

We briefly describe the functional specifications of the core
services below, and Fig. 4 depicts the data flow among them.
Map Indexing Service. Geo-locations within UberLite are
specified using a geo-spatial index called H3 [28] that was
developed and open-sourced by Uber. H3 is a hexagonal
hierarchical spatial index. It partitions the globe into a hierarchy of hexagons as shown in Fig. 2. It assigns a unique
hierarchical index to each cell.
The H3 index of a resolution r cell begins with the appropriate resolution 0 base cell number. This is followed by a
sequence of r digits 0 − 6, where each i th digit di specifies
one of the 7 cells centered on the cell indicated by the coarser
resolution digits d1 through di−1 as shown in Fig. 3. A local
hexagon coordinate system is assigned to each of the resolution 0 base cells and is used to orient all hierarchical indexing
child cells of that base cell. The assignment of digits 0 − 6 at
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Fig. 1. State machine for a trip maintained in the Trip Service
each resolution uses a Central Place Indexing arrangement.
This indexing scheme is key to how UberLite organizes and
operates on map data.

Fig. 2. H3 index divides a geographical region into a
hierarchical hexagonal grid.

Fig. 3. H3 CPI Scheme [28]

Driver Discovery Service (DRS). The driver discovery service maintains the current location of all active drivers in
the marketplace in realtime. The primary role of DRS is to
identify potential drivers for a ride, given the location of a
rider. Finding drivers in the “neighborhood” can be decomposed into a set of range queries on the H3 index. Location
of active drivers are constantly monitored and updated in
realtime - the driver client sends the current GPS location
periodically to the service.
Route Service (RS). Route service is responsible for finding
potential routes from point A to point B. More specifically,
given the current location of the driver, pick up and destination, RS figures out k potential routes for the driver, both for
the pickup and the actual ride. We find more than one route
since the shortest distance route may not be the shortest one
in terms of time.
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Time Estimation Service (TES). TES has two specific functions: (1) Monitor traffic on the roads within the area of
service and maintain a heat map; (2) Use the heat map to
estimate time to perform a ride given the route.
The heat map specifies a hotness parameter α, (α ≥ 1)
that is a time multiplier used to estimate time taken to cover
a given stretch of the road with traffic. This heat map can
either be maintained in-house or could be bought directly
from other map service providers such as Google.
TES also estimates the time taken to get from point A to
point B via a given route. TES uses the traffic information to
estimated time to pickup and drop-off. It is very important
to make an accurate time estimation the cost estimate for
the ride depends on estimated time as mentioned in Sec. 3.
Surge Pricing Service (SPS). As mentioned earlier, dynamic
pricing is key to balancing supply and demand spatio-temporally
in UberLite. SPS is the micro-service endpoint to obtain
surge pricing multiplier for a given hexagon index. Surge
pricing multipliers are updated in realtime based on supplydemand in every neighborhood. This endpoint simply queries
the pre-computed values.
Discounts and Promotions Service (DPS). UberLite provides a variety of discounts and promotions for riders as
well as drivers to encourage driving or taking rides. This
information is provided by the discounts and promotions
service. These values are pre-computed on a daily basis.
Tax & Tolls Service (TTS). Maintains the service tax details
for each city, state, etc. that is queried for cost estimations.
Also maintains tolls or other miscellaneous fee information
that is specific to a route. Specifically given a route, it returns
the total accumulated cost of such miscellaneous fee.
Price Estimation Service (PES). The price estimation service computes estimated cost for a given route and rider,
driver pair using the formula specified in Sec. ??. This service communicates with all other services to obtain relevant
information to compute the estimated cost.
Matching Service (MS). The matching service takes in a set
of (rider, driver, route) triplets and computes the best driver
route matching for the set of riders. It takes a feature vector
for each (rider, driver, route) triplet that includes all relevant
information about the match.

4.2

Analysis

We now analyze (Table 1) the access patterns (update/read
traffic), consistency and computational requirements of these
core services based on the following parameters.
• Stateful vs. stateless. Is the service stateful or stateless?
• Update traffic. How frequently is the state associated with
the service updated? Does that update scale with number
of riders/drivers?

• Read/Query traffic. How frequently is the service queried
(both for stateful and stateless services)? Does it scale with
the number of riders/drivers?
• Consistency. Can we operate with stale data? Do we need
higher levels of consistency?
• Compute size. Is the query computationally expensive?
• State size. How large is the state? Does it scale with the
number of riders/drivers?
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BACKGROUND SERVICES

We now describe essential background service that power
UberLite core services with required data for seamless functioning. We summarize the data and compute requirements
for background services in Table 2.
Forecasting. Since dynamic pricing plays a central role in
sustainable functioning of UberLite, being able to predict
supply and demand is mission-critical. Note that this forecasting must be performed for each neighborhood at each
unit of time. This distribution over time determines the surge
price multiplier that balances supply-vs-demand.
Forecasting dependents on several factors. Firstly, there is
a steady demand for rides on weekdays from people who use
UberLite for everyday commute. While this is reasonably
easier to forecast, demand can also be seasonal. For instance,
there is a higher demand for rides on a New Year or Independence Day to and from public places such as parks. Even
more specific events can skew demand towards a particular
time and space - for example, the end of a Seahawks game
at the UW Stadium. More so, even realtime events such as
a change in weather can affect the forecast - demand for
rides are known to be higher when it is raining since public
transport is less preferable.
Essentially, the forecasting service must learn from:
• Historic supply vs. demand data
• Event aggregators
• Weather reports
• Realtime changes in supply vs. demand
This service requires both offline training and online predictions involving machine learning and data analysis.
Pricing. Given a forecast for driver supply and rider demand, the Pricing Service forecasts the surge pricing to be
applied for each neighborhood. Since the forecast can change
in realtime, the pricing scheme also has to operate in realtime. The pricing service is also used to send periodic (say
every 4 hours) alerts or notifications to drivers specifying
that surge pricing is on at a particular time and location.
These notifications help UberLite to prepare in advance for
an increase in demand. Designing appropriate algorithms
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Fig. 4. Putting all Core Marketplace Services together

Service Name
Driver Discovery
Traffic Monitoring
Surge Pricing
Discounts & Promotions
Tax
Tolls
Matching Service
Route
Time Estimation
Price Estimation

State
Stateful
State size
Updates
Staleness
Yes
O(D)
Realtime
Severe
Yes
O(1), Medium
Realtime
Severe
Yes
O(1), Medium Daily & Realtime
Severe
Yes
O(R) + O(D)
Daily
Warning
Yes
O(1), Small
Infrequent
Severe
Yes
O(1), Small
Infrequent
Severe
Yes
O(1), Medium
Daily/Weekly
Warning
No
No
No
Table 1: Analysis of Marketplace Micro-services

for computing surge price based on forecast requires data
analytic capabilities and access to past surge pricing and
supply/demand ratios.
Matching Algorithm. The matching service is key to selecting a good match among a set of riders and set of drivers.
Data scientists must constantly improve this algorithm to
optimize for mission-critical goals. In order to achieve this,
they need access to matches produced in the past. To support
this, we log appropriate data for each matching query and
the respose to and from the matching service.
Discounts and Promotions. We have information about
rides taken by a rider in the past. For each rider UberLite
maintains a user profile to figure out a good incentive model

Queries

Compute

O(R)
O(R)
O(R)
O(R)
O(R)
O(R)
O(R)
O(R)
O(R)
O(R)

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
High
High
High
Low

to encourage more rides. Similarly, for drivers, we know
how much time the driver drives at what price range. Given
a certain amount of money for discounts and promotions,
this analysis produces a good strategy for spending it to
encourage more rides overall.
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INFRASTRUCTURE

So far, we have focused on the functionality of the core
and background services within UberLite. In this section,
we discuss the various types of data storage, realtime and
analytics systems we would need to implement and deploy
these micro-services. We would like to highlight here that
background and core services services integrate together to
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Service

Data Dependencies
Output
Compute
Historical supply/demand
Stored as forecasts
Complex Data Analytics
Special events
Realtime
Forecasting
Weather reports
Realtime changes
Supply/demand forecasts
Stored and consumed by SPS Complex Data Analytics
Pricing
Historic rider/driver declines
Realtime
Historic prices and supply/demand
Matching
Log of previous match instances
Matching Model
Complex Data Analytics
Discounts & Historic surge prices and rider/driver Stored and consumed by Complex Data Analytics
Promotions
declines
DPS
Table 2: Summary of data and compute requirements for Background Services

improve UberLite by feeding each other with required data:
background services produce data that is used by missioncritical core services; core services log their every action to
produce data that is then used by background services for
analysis to further improve core services.
Trip Store. Trip service is the primary end-point for all
trip related data. A data store serving the trip service hence
must have the following properties:
• It must scale horizontally with the number of rides since
a service like UberLite can grow very quickly
• The trip data maybe generated at different points in time
and these pieces of info may arrive asynchronously as the
people involved in the trip update the Trip Service.
• The schema must be extensible since in a fast moving
startup like UberLite, we must be able to change what
we collect and store very often.
• It must support a triggering service that can set hooks and
listen on changes to data at a record granularity.
• Since Trip Store is the source of truth within UberLite, it
must allow indexing on a large number of attributes such
as rider or driver identity.
There are several open-source key-value and document
stores that can be potentially modified to satisfy all the requirements listed above. However, none of them - to the best
of our knowledge - support a fine-grained triggering service
and allow a large number of secondary indexes. Following
are some options:
• Apache HBase [14] is an open-source, distributed, versioned, non-relational database modeled after Google’s
Bigtable built on top of HDFS and Hadoop stack.
• Apache Accumulo [11] is a sorted distributed key/value
store that is also based on Google’s Big Table design, but
with more advanced sercurity features.
• RocksDB [9], LevelDB [17] are two open source key/value
stores based on LSM trees [20]. It is available as an embedded persistent key/value store that can be deployed as a

distributed key/value store when necessary. Facebook is
known to use RocksDB extensively as a distributed data
storage engine.
• Project Voldemort modeled after Amazon’s Dynamo [7]
is a distributed data store that is designed as a key-value
store used for high-scalability storage. Voldemort is a big,
distributed, fault-tolerant, persistent hash table.
Trigger Framework. To our knowledge there isn’t a system designed to work out-of-the-box as a trigger system.
However this framework we want can be built out of Kafka
thanks to the event model. Every state change can be modeled as a Kafka even topic and several consumers groups
can subscribe to the appropriate event topics. However, this
could serve as a scalability bottleneck. We believe that it is
possible to design a tightly coupled triggered framework that
can scale with the trip store by exploiting sharding within
the trip store. Uber has designed their own triggering framework [27] on top of their scalable trip store.
Core Services. Core services such as Tax Service, Tolls Service, Discounts & Promotions Service require data storage
as well. However, the data that powers these services are
are not updated frequently and primarily serve to be used
during price estimation. So, this data can be stored persistently in off-the-shelf RDBMSs with a caching layer on top to
support faster reads. Some standard options are for building
the persistent database layer are as follows:
• PostreSQL [22] is an open-source database that is actively
developed and maintained for over 30 years.
• MySQL [30] is an alternative that is widely used by many
companies such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube.
Uber is known to have used [26] PostgreSQL internally and
recently moved [25] to MySQL. Some options for building
the caching layer are:
• Redis [23] is a data structure store software that can be
used as a cache, message broker, and database. It is widely
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used with companies such as Facebook to build a distributed caching layer on top of databases such as MySQL.
• Memcached [18] is similarly a memory object caching software. Notable users include Wikipedia, Flickr, WordPress.
• FASTER [4] 1 is an open-source embedded highly concurrent key-value store for point operations, that combines
a highly cache-optimized concurrent hash index with a
novel self-tuning data organization and reports state-ofthe-art performance.
Realtime Services. On the other hand, services such as
Driver Discovery, Traffic Monitoring, Surge Pricing have a
very high update as well as read traffic and hence require a
fast key/value store both for persistent storage and caching.
One could use any of the key/value stores mentioned earlier to serve them. For services that involve computation on
incoming streams of data/events, we have several stream
processing systems such as Apache Spark Streaming [31],
Apache Storm [16], Apache Flink [13], Apache Kafka [19]
and Apache Pulsar [10]. Each system has specific operational
characteristics that determine the scale, latency-throughput
trade-off and programming flexibility. We defer their comparison as future work in the interest of space.
Logging and Analytics. The mission-critical core services
do extensive logging to capture the system state regularly.
This information is later used by the background services to
analyze and improve the core services over time. For instance,
the state of Driver Discovery Service (supply of drivers)
and Surge Pricing are logged every few seconds. This log is
then used in optimizing the Surge Pricing scheme to price
rides appropriately. Similarly the matching service logs every
input and the corresponding output produced so that the
Matching algorithms team can analyze these data to improve
the matching model. We may use a pub-sub system such
as Apache Kafka [19] or Apache Pulsar [10] to log these
services data into a distributed filesystem such as HDFS [24].
An emerging alternative is Log Device [8], which is an opensource distributed logging platform developed at Facebook.
Then logged data can be easily consumed for analytics using Hadoop [29] or Map Reduce frameworks [6]. To support
complex analytics one could use Apache Spark [32] such
as SparkSQL or SparkML. Other open-source tools for deep
learning such as TensorFlow [2], TVM [5], PyTorch [21] can
directly consume data from such distributed file systems.
For SQL-like analytics, this data can be ingested into an
open source distributed database such as Apache Hive [15],
Apache Cassandra [12] or Myria [1] and then operated on.
1 Disclaimer: One of the authors was involved in the design and development

of FASTER
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LESSONS LEARNED

Over the course of designing UberLite, we learnt so much
about how to architect a complex service by breaking it
down into manageable simpler services. Below is an attempt
at summarizing these lessons succinctly:
• Start with a small-scale monolith. We first designed UberLite for very small scale using a single powerful database.
This initial design helped bootstrap our design process,
after which we focused on logically separable tasks and
analyzed how each one of them behaves as we scale the
operation. This strategy provided a lot of direction to the
overall design process.
• Follow the data. Once we obtained a reasonable modular
design, we analyzed the data dependencies within and
across each module. Then the natural question that followed was how do we enable this data dependency within
the system? Answering this helped us quickly come up
with a physical design from functional specification.
• Design for flexibility. At every stage of the design, we
prioritized flexibility since our end goal was also to extend
UberLite for ride-sharing. While premature optimization
could be an evil to be avoided, designing for the future
both in terms of new features and performance growth is
key to achieving a good extensible system design.
• Open-source is powerful. As we started investigating potential open-source systems that could be used to serve
our functional needs, we realized how the open-source
ecosystem could satisfy almost every single requirement
barring a few exceptional ones. Getting a complex application such as UberLite up and running can be done in a
matter of few months with the help of mainly open-source
systems and this is a great thing to be true!
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